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H   ANDS ON FIREWALL FORWARD



The Case for Rotary Engines Plenty of power in a small package BY TIM KERN



A PISTON IS NOT the only way to power a sport airplane. Turbines, of course, are getting smaller and a little less expensive, but they remain out of reach for most of us. Smooth power is available from another design: the rotary engine. “How would you like…an engine that weighs half as much as your present engine, is only a third as big, and has 35 percent fewer parts?” Popular Science magazine asked in April 1966. It is the mantra of RC (rotary combustion) disciples today, many of whom are ﬂying RVs and other homebuilt aircraft. The rotary engine was designed by German engineer Felix Wankel in the late 1950s. By the end of the 1960s, Mazda cars showed that rotary engines could produce reliable power from small packages. However, rotaries have a reputation for drinking inordinate amounts of fuel in part because of emissions mandates during the oil crisis in the 1970s. Most of the problems occurs at low rpm, where the port overlap, especially in the pre-RX-8 engines, encourages escape of unburned gases. At 70 percent power or more (as in airplanes) the problem is minimal. The early rotaries also had an inability to seal large internal areas against escaping gases. Either they couldn’t seal effectively, or they wore out too fast. Both of those problems have met effective solutions in the past decade or so. Yet old myths die hard, so today’s “rotorphiles” have to overcome those old prejudices. They do this in a number of ways, the best of which is by building and ﬂying remarkable rotarypowered airplanes.
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“Properly set up—and ‘properly’ is key—they just run and run….It’s a great idea, it’s affordable, and it works.” HOW A ROTARY WORKS



A rotary engine works on a compression and spark cycle, just like a piston engine, but the compression comes from the rotation of a three-sided rotor (a Reuleaux triangle) in an oval (actually an epitrochoid) combustion chamber. As one side of the rotor approaches the wall of the chamber, the gases are compressed and ﬁred off, and the resulting explosion moves the rotor around. The basic motion—around, rather than up and down— is smooth, as the rotor spins around its own center of gravity (CG), driving an eccentric crankshaft (called an e-shaft). The rotor’s tip seals ensure pressure through compression, like piston rings in a reciprocating engine. Early seals wore fast,
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and the earliest Mazdas also went through a lot of coolant, due to inadequate O-rings. The tip and apex seals were ﬁxed, and fuel mileage improved, but because the EPA was cracking down on some speciﬁc pollutants, Mazda was forced to put a small thermal reactor on the engine. This increased overall fuel burn, but reduced the pollutants the EPA was targeting. By 1986, fuel injection and 5-speed transmissions solved the problem, and Mazdas again had competitive fuel economy. The Wankel design has a huge combustion chamber. Large areas sap heat, which is energy. As the rotor turns, its massive sides and the stationary chamber walls absorb then transfer heat from combustion. When a piston, crank, and rod achieve a certain mass in a reciprocating engine, designers add cylinders to increase displacement. In the RC world, builders add rotors. Two-rotor and three-rotor engines are the norm today. WHY FLY A ROTARY? WHY NOT?



The rotary’s advantages over piston engines are huge in theory and remain signiﬁcant in practice. Small size, few moving parts, smoothness, and high power-to-weight are all in the rotary’s favor, as well as its ability to burn various fuels. Rotaries can exceed 1 hp per pound in aero conﬁgurations, including a propeller speed reduction unit (PSRU). Common aviation piston engines make 1 hp for every 2 pounds of installed weight.



The rotary engine also gains popularity with its low initial cost and reliability when installed properly. “Actually, the biggest advantage of a rotary isn’t appreciated until rebuild time. All the main wear items can be replaced for about $500,” noted Tracy Crook, a retired Lockheed Martin engineer and founder of Real World Solutions, which produces redrives for Mazda conversions. Disadvantages include the previously noted low fuel efficiency at low rpm (not much of a factor in aviation); high heat output because
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of the large combustion chamber (to be solved with oversized cooling systems); the requirement of a reduction drive; and the fact that few mechanics or owners really understand the rotary. WHAT’S AVAILABLE



The do-it-yourselfer can buy a used RX-7 13B engine for a couple hundred dollars, mate it to a good redrive for a few thousand, add a radiator and oil cooler, and start testﬂying. That approach has its rewards, and takes time. Ready-to-install Mazda-derived aero engines are available from two companies: Atkins Rotary and Powersport Aviation. Bruce Turrentine, who used to build rotaries, has largely moved to only providing parts. Redrives of many conﬁgurations are available, but the current favorites come from Powersport and Real World Solutions. GEARS



It’s important to put a good gearbox on your engine. The Real World Solutions drive is the most popular and costs between $3,200 and $3,300. The gearbox was a huge problem until a few years ago, when Tracy decided there was a better way to build a redrive than the then-favorite Ross box. The Ross, he explained, handled the prop’s thrust ﬁne, but transferred the helical thrust from the planetary gearset to the engine’s crank, which was inadequate for those forces. Tracy uses roller rather than ball bearings to take up thrust loads; ball bearings don’t handle thrust well. His Real World Solutions drive uses Ford Super Duty E40D 2.190-to-1 gears (a 2.85 gearset is an option), as used on Ford Power Stroke diesels. He uses the parts without modiﬁcation (except for a shortened input gear) for easier replacement. Tracy won the 2003 Sun 100 at 209 mph in his RV-4 with the old 13B (RX-7) engine, which he has since replaced. “I put over 850 hours on that one, replacing only the apex seals, and it ran pretty much as it came from the junkyard,” he said. He goes 217-plus mph now, with a Turrentine Renesis (RX-8) and his own gearbox. The proprietary Powersport Aviation unit uses a crank-mounted pinion inside a spur gear. Powersport engineer Steve
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The Boeing 777’s Great Great Great Great Granddaddy 1928 Boeing 40C



The Boeing 40C delivered much more than mail and is considered the first US airliner. This Randolph-finished beauty restored by Addison Pemberton is the only 40C in the world still flying. Real World Solutions’ planetary PSRU uses 4- or 6-pinion Ford Powerstroke components.



Weinzierl did his master’s thesis on the Powersport drive. Ray Richardson of Powersport noted, “The torsional pulses of the rotary are incredibly high, so our drive was made incredibly stiff, with minimal backlash, to not build resonances between the prop end and the accessory end.” The other solution, he added (which is similar to the Real World approach) is to allow greater backlash and dampen that, like a torque converter does in a car. David Atkins, founder of Atkins Rotary, has been working with Wankels for more than three decades and has well more than 900 hours on his RV-6. He used to run a Ross drive, but switched to Powersport’s internal-spur gear drive. “I had two drive failures before that,” he said. “I’ve looked inside the new drive after 200-plus hours, and it’s still like brand new.” Powersport also builds engines, its new two-rotor normally aspirated engine is making 250 horses (up from the previous 215-hp model); it also makes complete ﬁrewall-forward packages, engineered for speciﬁc applications. Powersport is looking to partner with a company that will sell and support its parts and conversions, including dry sump systems that let the engines tolerate negative g’s for aerobatic ﬂight.
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MOUNTS



Mating these engines to correct engine mounts is still a problem for many, though some mounts are available for RVs, some Lancairs and Glasairs, and a few others. Getting into the rotary club still involves doing research, and there are many venues. Some are more practical than others. You can ﬁnd links to some of the most popular at www.SportAviation.org.
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Atkins Rotary has been doing Mazda aero-conversions for three decades.
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Conversion Concepts (CC) once produced well-regarded mounts but has left the business; a used CC mount should be no trouble in a used airplane you’re buying, but you won’t get any new ones. Ed Klepeis, a master welder, ﬁlls the gap left by CC. His company, Tech Welding, makes mounts and many of the tricky parts required to cool rotaries, including coolers, tanks, and many of the other mind-bending things for intake, oil and water systems. He has mounts to mate Mazdas to many RV designs and is developing more. Ed likes rotaries. “Properly set up—and ‘properly’ is key—they just run and run. Builders really need to notice these. There’s a future here. They’re available; the technology is modern, with CDI and fuel injection. It’s a great idea, it’s affordable, and it works,” he said. However, he noted, “The rotary is a beast when it comes to making heat—if the cooling system, both oil and water, isn’t up to the job, the system won’t work. Fortunately, in an airplane, the speed and altitude work for you, providing lots of fairly cool air at high speeds.” If you are building a popular-design airframe, you may have luck ﬁnding a proven engine mount. Atkins also furnishes mount brackets that allow a three-rotor Mazda engine to bolt right into the space for a Continental IO-520. Otherwise, you are wise to copy and over-engineer or,



better yet, commission a professionally designed piece. That leaves intakes and cowls, which are available from a few shops that are often found linked to the engine and mount-builders’ websites. Mazdas, much more than piston engines, require special exhaust treatment; they are incredibly loud. Powersport makes an incredibly quiet Inconel system, developed by RV ﬂyers Jim Clark and Jerry Gustafson. WHAT YOU CAN DO



Build your own. Get a 1986 or newer RX-7 13B or an RX-8 Renesis engine. RX-8 parts cost roughly half what comparable parts for RX-7s cost, but Tracy says engines don’t go through a lot of parts. Junkyard RX-7s are plentiful and parts are available, “but certainly the future is the Renesis—no question,” he offered. The Renesis engine has numerous advantages built in (better port timing and better metallurgy among them), and it is still in production. David said the Renesis engines are a few pounds heavier than the ’86-’95 RX-7 engines, and the side porting offers no advantages at aircraft power loadings. Atkins has two patents on new-design corner seals. Many ﬂiers recommend the Atkins seals, and apparently nobody doesn’t like them. Don’t be fooled by the new engines’ increased horsepower claims, David said.
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The older engines were rated at lower rpm. At practical engine speeds, horsepower ratings are comparable. Both David and Tracy recommend against using Mazda’s turbochargers in aircraft. They’re all old and not documentable. Go with new, if you need a turbo. A secondary reason to run a turbocharger is that rotaries have a loud exhaust, and a turbo may make the noise mild enough that you can ﬂy without a muffler. Minimum instrumentation should include oil pressure and temp, tach, and water temp. Tracy recommended at least two air temperature sensors, because you will be developing your cooling system. (There is no off-the-shelf solution.) To help with that rebuild, Atkins Rotary has a professional DVD (available through EAA), Bruce Turrentine has a good builder DVD available, and Tracy has written a builder’s book; all are useful at inspection and rebuild time. Building your own engine is certainly economical and educational, but the quickest way to get into the air behind a rotary is to buy a complete engine from a reputable builder (e.g., Atkins) and mate it to a proven and current-design drive, locate a prefabricated and proven engine mount, shop for an appropriate wood or composite prop, and start developing your cooling. You will encounter greater challenges cooling and quieting a rotary than a piston engine. Prepare to spend the time it will take!
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BOTTOM LINE



A good Mazda-based ﬁrewall-forward installation all-up will weigh between 325 and 350 pounds (about the same as a Lycoming 360, depending on conﬁgurations), and it will make 180-230 hp or more, burning close to the same amount of fuel per hour as a comparable Lycoming. The big advantages owners see are in cost of acquisition (ﬁrewall-forward, for far less than $10,000), cheap rebuilds, and smoothness of operation, with the added pleasure of ﬂying something different. The offsets are the difficulty of engineering and sourcing everything that’s needed, coupled with long development cycles, since each installation, lacking a commercially proven ﬁrewall-forward package, is unique. Many rotary conversions are ﬂying with happy owners. Several (David, Tracy, and 2003 Sun ’n Fun Outstanding Homebuilt winner Bill Eslick among them) have more than 500 hours of rotary ﬂying (some have more than 2,000), and they’re not going back to 1930s technology any time soon. Tim Kern, EAA 852075, is a private pilot and certiﬁed aviation manager as well as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis. You can ﬁnd him online at www.TimKern.com.
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